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Inclusive Play
Inclusive Play designs, develops and 
manufactures innovative play products which 
offer choice and challenge, enabling children 
to play and learn together regardless of any 
impairment.

People with impairments are disabled by the fact that they are excluded from 
participation within the mainstream of society,as a result of physical, organisational and 
attitudinal barriers. Our products and play area designs are fully accessible and inclusive. 
We look at playground elements that might be preventing children and adults from 
accessing enjoyable play opportunities.

A fully inclusive playground promotes the social model of disability where barriers to play 
are designed out.  It enables self esteem and builds confidence as well as encouraging 
independence.  By letting social and physical barriers disappear in our playgrounds, we 
can provide equal play opportunities for all using the Six Senses of Inclusive Play.  We 
develop our product, with an Inclusive focus. 

Our design methodology PiPA (Plan Inclusive Play Areas) and fully inclusive product 
portfolio makes us unique in the play industry.

We are passionate about designing and promoting fully inclusive play spaces and are here 
to help you create yours. 
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PiPA (Plan Inclusive Play Areas)

Full details of each site is listed to help families make 
informed choices. 

www.inclusiveplay.com/pipa-map

PiPA was created in partnership with KIDS, the disabled 
children’s charity, and occupational therapists Constance 
Hurley and Amy Wagenfeld (Phd, OTR/L, SCEM, CAPS). 

PiPA helps you design Inclusive Playspaces. It 
evaluates existing play provisions, and is the go-to 
tool when designing new inclusive play areas.  

Finding facilities the whole family can enjoy together can often be a real challange.  Our 
checklist and online PiPA Map, will help you create and find Inclusive Play areas.

Our comprehensive five point system helps inform new play space design, guiding you to 
select the right equipment for a wide range of different needs, you can be sure your design 
will be fully inclusive for all ages and abilities. PiPA can also be used to audit existing play 
spaces, identifying the gaps in provision or barriers to accessibility in the landscape.

Not only does PiPA review the play opportunities provided within a space.  It assesses how 
you access the play area, the availability of information about the space and access to on-
site local facilities and amenities. These key areas help illustrate the considerations families 
of children with disabilities must keep in mind before planning a trip to a play area. 
Awarded sites can achieve either Gold, Silver or Bronze status and are added to our online 
interactive map to help families find great community spaces that meet their needs. 
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Six Senses of Inclusive Play
Sensory Play engages all children and stimulates 
receptors for every child.

Proprioception - Awareness of self and joints

Vestibular - Contributes to balance and equilibrium

Touch - Helps differentiate pressure, texture and traction

Smell - Contributes to enjoyment of life by enhancing social activities

Sound - Aids cognitive progression by developing the ability to process 

Sight - Develops the visual sense, helping children arrive at appropriate 

Sensory Play ensures the play experience involves the entire body even when a child cannot necessarily 
physically involve themselves in every activity. In your playground, you should consider how many senses 
are engaged from both a seated and a standing position. We recommend a minimum of three, though 
more is better!

The PiPA Checklist tool will ensure that your play space is accessible, provides appropriate levels of risk and 
challenge guaranteeing the correct sensory stimulation for all children, regardless of ability.

Our Six Senses Wheel explains the different sensory receptors and this key is used throughout our Inclusive 
Play catalogue to help you identify the appropriate play products for your play space.  This is fundamental 
to our Inclusive Play design philosophy.

Six Senses Wheel



Age F.F.H.      M² Age F.F.H.      M²
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IP12 Wheelspin
Inclusive Roundabout
The importance of dynamic movement for all children cannot be 
underestimated.  However, it is particularly important for those children who 
cannot easily access traditional moving items. Experiencing movement and 
balance is great for engaging the vestibular sense and it vital for healthy brain 
development.

The Inclusive Play Wheelspin, is the origional flush fitting roundabout and is 
without a doubt, the most inclusive piece of equipment on the market.  The 
carefully thought out design with no barriers in the centre provides a large 
surface area allowing children to play in a group with ample room for two 
wheelchairs or buggies.  It also provides standing room and includes seating 
with back support ensuring a parent or carer can sit with a child or for those 
who require additional postural support.  The wheelspin 
offers the whole family a liberating experience of 
dynamic movement.

Our Wheelspin provides a fantastic, inclusive play experience, suitable for all, 
thanks to the following design features:
• Large surface area allows children to play in a group; it also provides 

ample room for up to two standard wheelchairs or one larger power 
assisted chair

• No central barriers
• Flush ground level floor for ease of access
• Textured surface allows children with visual impairments to easily feel 

their way onto the equipment
• Seating with backrests for those children and adults who require postural 

support
• Seating provided allows plenty of room 

for parents, carers or friends to sit 
side by side and enjoy the fun 
together!

• Various colour options and 
customisable back rest option

Product 
Spotlight
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The Wheelspin is the most dynamic and inclusive piece of equipment on the 
market.  With its large surface area allowing children to play in groups with 
ample space for two regular wheelchairs or one larger power assisted chair.  The 
carefully thought out design not only provides standing room it includes seating 
with back support ensuring plenty of room for a parent or carer to sit with their 
child or those who require additional postural support.

Wheelspin

Age F.F.H.      M²

3+ 1m  25.6m²

Bubble Wheelspin



Age F.F.H.      M² Age F.F.H.      M²
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Wheelspin Colour Options

Playful WheelspinWildlife Wheelspin

SIlver Wheelspin Playful Bubble Wheelspin 
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Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ 0.3m  8.6m²

Our Moonwalker is a flat, spinning disc which is fantastic fun when used seated, 
standing or lying down, with each position challenging both balance and 
coordination for all children.  

Having these three distinct play functions creates challenge for children who 
need it while also providing a great dynamic experience for those who 
may feel less confident or have less physical mobility.  
  

The Revolve provides sensations children can’t simulate easily in every day life by 
combining both a spinning and rocking movement which can be used for gentle 
spinning or fast, dynamic play.  The large bowl provides postural support and the 
opportunity to play with a parent or friends.
The outer ledge, coupled with the seating position created by the deep bowl 
makes the Revolve very accessible to children of all abilities.  The wide rim, not 
only allows for ease of transfer but also increases play value as children can sit 
comfortably to propel themselves around independently.  

Age F.F.H.      M²

4+ 1m  26.4m²

MoonwalkerRevolve
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Age F.F.H.      M²

3+ 1m   22.4m²

The Fusion is a fun multi-user spinning play activity for children of all abilities.  
It provides a spinning motion for vestibular stimulation which aides the 
development of balance and coordination as well as promoting confidence and 
trust of movement.  The wide outer rim designed at wheelchair transfer height  
for ease of use can be used as seating space.   The deep bowl offers a degree of 
comfort and can fit up to 3 children.  It also offers postural support for those who 
may require it.  Available in three colour options to enhance any play space.

Fusion

Playful Fusion 

Natural Fusion 



 

Age F.F.H.      M² Age F.F.H.      M²
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3+ 1m 16.7m²

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ 1m   17.5m²

SurfboardInfinity Bowl

Our Infinity Bowl with its unique dipped edge design has been thoughtfully 
developed to increase inclusivity allowing far easier access into and out of the 
bowl.
The bowl is designed to sit at an angle which further increases ease of access 
and provides a comfortable seated position while also enabling the bowl to 
self-propel; a child need only tilt their body slightly to get the bowl moving.  This 
not only encourages independence but also allows children to play on their own 
with minimal physical exertion. 

The more inclusive, accessible version of the traditional seesaw can be used in a 
variety of ways, allowing the user to define their own play experience.  Designed 
at wheelchair transfer height, a child can easily move onto the unit.  The upturned 
arms allow the user to sit or lie supported on the surface which is beneficial for 
those who require some extra postural support.  The wide surface is covered in 
porous rubber ensuring users feel safe and secure while standing. 
The surfboard is spacious enough for several children to sit or stand 
together. 
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Age F.F.H.      M²

1+ 1m    15m²

The Butterfly rocker is a 4-way seesaw that has space for two children in a lying 
position as well as two children seated.  The children meet in the middle where 
they can play together and rock the butterfly, making it a highly inclusive product.

The unique belly seat creates a new experience for children who previously 
may have been excluded from playing.  The rocker provides support and the 
supporting beam prevents children from falling off.

Age F.F.H.      M²

3+      0.72m 13.3m²

Our four-way Orb Rocker allows friends to play together, combining the sensory 
elements of sound and colour contrast with the physical stimulation of dynamic, 
rocking motion which is essential to develop a child’s balance, posture and head 
control.

The Orb Rocker has been designed so that children can achieve good sitting 
balance assisted by the hand grips.    

ButterflyOrb Rocker
New Product
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Age F.F.H.      M²

6+      1 .2 m  20m²

The multi user rocker is designed to allow up to 6 children to play together at 
one time.  There are 4 seats with back supports and foot rests to play in a rocking 
motion.  The middle section designed at wheelchair height, enables children to 
either sit or lie in the middle and experience the rocking motion.  There are a 
range of handles to hold on to for those children lacking in confidence. The soft 
rocking sytsem is designed not to hit the ground and maintain a soft motion.

Multi User SeeSaw 
New Product
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2m x 2m Trampoline 1.5m x 1.5m Trampoline

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+      <0.6m  20.3m²
Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ <0.6m    25m²

The larger of our trampolines provides ample space for a wheelchair user and 
a parent or carer to enjoy.  Perfect for free play as well as organised games, our 
trampolines are suitable for installation in both supervised and unsupervised play 
spaces. 

Trampolines are one of the most inclusive items as they are inter-generational 
and allow children of all abilities to play. They engage both the vestibular and 
proprioceptive senses, both of which are important for cognitive development 
and understanding the body’s position in space.



Panels Panels

Age F.F.H.      M² Age F.F.H.      M²
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Inclusive Play®

Sensory & Play Panels 
Sensory play equipment and play environments are crucial to all 
childrens development. Tactile experiences provided within a play 
space help to develop and exercise the user’s sense of touch, vision 
and sound. These sensory experiences provide an opportunity for a 
child to have their whole body involved in play.

This can come from products such as our sensory and play panels, 
natural elements like boulders, landscaping features such as 
mounding and planting or tactile play using sand and water. All of 
these can elevate a child’s experience within a space, providing them 
with the opportunity to engage all of their senses in play.

By incorporating sensory and play panels within a new or existing 
space you’re providing play opportunities and stimulation for 
all children to enjoy together. Play panels help develop logical 
understanding, decision making skills and strategical thinking in a 
fun environment that they can enjoy with their friends, family and 
carers. Our sensory panels can also be used to create a quieter 
space, away from the main action, to allow children to spend 
time away from a noisy, busy space which can be intimidating and 
overwhelming.
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Talk StationThe Dune Sandpit

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ <0.6m     N/A

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ <0.6m     N/A

Our new Talk Station talking posts are a great addition to our product range.  
Rotate the inclusive smily face, watch the power meter build up with the LED 
display as you grenerate power.  Designed to be operated at wheelchair height the 
whole family can interact together.  The posts can be positioned up to XX meters 
apart.   This is a fun addition to the inclusive family .

The Dune Sandpit is our second product to utilise the unique belly Seat. The 
elevated Inclusive sandpit is the first of its kind.  There are a number of access 
points to allow children with varying abilities to play together. There is the belly 
seat, a platform to stand or kneel on, and access for wheelchair users.  There is 
also a space in the middle for a child to stand in and play.  This is a family friendly 
sandpit where everyone can play together.

New Product

New Product
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Mezzo

Age F.F.H.      M²

all ages <0.6m  N/A

Age F.F.H.      M²

all ages <0.6m 4.3m²

Orb

Our Mezzo offers visual stimulation and engagement with the clear panel at 
the top allowing children to look inside and watch the balls move around.  The 
textured surface with ridged edges and contrasting colours makes this a highly 
tactile unit too.  
Simple, yet engaging, our Mezzo offers children of all abilities a chance to interact 
with movement which they can control; a great way to encourage 
gross motor skills and establish the idea of cause and effect.

The Orb, which is available in a choice of bright colours, is one of Inclusive Play’s 
most popular products. It is highly sensory, fun, friendly and accessible to every 
single child. It rocks, makes a sound and the textured surface with ridged edges 
makes it a highly tactile unit. There are 4 options available:
Dark Green/Beige with the sound windchimes
Light Blue/White with the sound of ball bearings
Light Green/Yellow with the sound windchimes
Blue/Yellow with the sound of cat bells 
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IP14 Rainmaker

Age F.F.H.      M²

all ages <0.6m 9.4m²

Timber Orb

Age F.F.H.      M²

all ages <0.6m 4.3m²

The Rainmaker’s smiling face is a welcome addition to any playground and 
becomes even more appealing once a child starts to move it.  Creating a 
calming sound of rain, it is a fantastic tool for encouraging physical 
movement as well as helping to develop a child’s concentration and 
coordination skills.  
When situated in a quieter space the Rainmaker can placate stressed 
and upset children with its calming sound and repetitive movement.  

Our Timber Orb is also available in beautifully hand-crafted timber which works 
perfectly in natural, landscaped play spaces, with the timber providing an 
alternative tactile experience.  We believe including natural materials throughout 
a space can offer a valuable sensory experience.  
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Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ <0.6m     N/A
Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ <0.6m    N/A

MicrosphereMinisphere 

Our Minisphere is a two-sided play panel designed to be installed at a low height 
to allow access for young children and wheelchair users.  Each game is different, 
one with a high visual appeal which is great for children with limited mobility and 
coordination, whereas the other increases children’s awareness of function and 
movement whilst challenging their fine motor skills.  

Our Microspheres have been designed for installation on walls, fences and 
play units for sites which may be short on space but still want to increase the 
sensory play experience.  The Ball Maze focuses the mind and allows children 
to explore problem solving, coordination and team work.  The Rain 
Wheel is visually and aurally stimulating encouraging fine motor skills and 
coordination.  The Microspheres have been designed with larger 
handles to make it as easy as possible for everyone to use.  

IP19RW-BYB 
Rain Wheel (Blue-Yellow)

IP19BM- GBG
Ball Maze (Green-Beige)

IP19BM-GYG
Ball Mase (Green-Yellow)
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ScribblerTactile Topiary

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ <0.6m     N/A

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ <0.6m     N/A

Drawing has always been a fun and enjoyable way of expressing oneself while 
improving fine motor skills and helps to illustrate ideas which children may 
struggle to articulate in other ways.  Our Scribbler chalkboard is a fantastic way to 
bring this fun activity to outdoor play spaces.
A chalkboard can not only provide a space where children can draw for fun but 
can also encourage children’s communication skills and encourage 
quieter, calm play for those who need some time away from the main 
action.  

Our Tactile Topiary play panel has been designed to create a sensory feature with 
a variety of different tactile experiences.  The spinning and moving counters are 
great for developing coordination and fine motor skills which many children who 
undertake play therapies often practice. 
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Age F.F.H.      M²

3+ <0.6m     N/A
Age F.F.H.      M²

3+ <0.6m     N/A

3-To-ConnectTic-Tac-Toe

Our 3-To-Connect has been designed specifically for outdoor use, removing 
any small, loose pieces.  It is a fun game that helps children understand the 
decision making process and develop logic. A great game for the whole 
family.

Our Tic-Tac-Toe play panel has been designed at accessible height with contrasting 
colours and braille to help everyone enjoy this well-known game.  These simple, 
easy to understand games help children develop their fine motor skills, logical 
understanding and strategy in a fun environment which can be enjoyed with both 
peers and family.  
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Colourfly

Age F.F.H.      M²

1+ <0.6m     N/A

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ <0.6m     N/A

The Collider

Our Colourfly provides fantastic visual stimulation allowing children to look 
through the coloured wings to see their environment a little differently.  Users can 
control how they change their view and interact with their surroundings. This play 
panel is perfectly suited for all play spaces but is great for creating quiet zones 
within a space to allow children a little time out, away from a noisy, busy play 
space which some children can find overwhelming and intimidating.  

When a child doesn’t have the ability for physical movement, watching other 
things move can be engaging and therapeutic. We have incorporated sensory play 
into our Collider, with the sound of bearings colliding and the see through panel. 
Even though the play is less hectic, it remains valuable.

White Natural
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Age F.F.H.      M²

all ages <0.6m  N/A

Fun Reflections 

Age F.F.H.      M²

all ages <0.6m  N/A

The Daisy Doodle chalkboard has been designed to inspire creativity in any play
environment and can be fitted onto walls or freestanding with posts.
Encouraging children to draw is a great way to inspire creativity and
communication, engaging them with their environment and observing what is
around them. 

Our Fun Reflection wobbly mirrors add a fun, visual element into any play space.  
Fun Reflections distorts the world around, which helps to challenge perceptions.  
Mirrors are a fantastic way for children to watch movement and become more 
aware of themselves and the people around them.  The Fun Reflections is 
available in 3 versions, either Standard, Concave or Convex.   

Standard Concave Convex
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Inclusive Play®

Swings 
Swings are playground favourites and an essential part of our range 
because every child has the right to enjoy the wonderful, freeing 
sensation that the movement of swinging brings.

Our range of swings provides a solution for all needs and spaces; 
from our iSwing which allows full wheelchair access, to our 
Combination Swings which combine all the favorite options.

Our new Buddy Swing is a unique addition to the range designed to 
promote intergenerational play in which a parent and child can play 
face to face.

All our Flat and Cradle Seats come with anti-wrap bearings as 
standard which prevent the chains from becoming wrapped around 
the crossbar, limiting the impact and possibility for anti-social 
behaviour.

The movement of swinging has benefits for all children; being soothed and 
comforted by the rhythmic swaying can be great for children who may be 
overwhelmed by the action around them.
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Age F.F.H.      M² 

all ages  1m   30m²

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ 1.5m    21m²

Sit Up Swing

Our Wave Swing is one of the most multi-functional swings available.  It can 
provide a social hub where children can play in groups but also allows a child 
to sit or lie with support from a family member or carer.  
The benefits of our nest seat are that it has been designed to be shallower
than the traditional nest allowing users to move in and out more easily.  The 
swing has also been created with children, teens and adults in mind 
providing a piece that can be enjoyed by the whole family.  

This unit has been designed for those who cannot easily move out of their 
wheelchair.  It is an essential part of our range as everyone has the right to enjoy 
the freeing sensation that swinging brings. 

The rope pull included within the design allows those with upper body mobility to 
be able to swing themselves independently.  

iSwing
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Age F.F.H.      M² 

2+        1.5m   21m²

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ 1.5m    21m²

Mini Wave Swing

The Mini Wave Swing is the smaller version of the popular Wave Swing.  With 
a smaller basket seat this swing can provide and inclusive experience in a more 
compact design.  With the ability for children to play on thier own or with others 
this the Mini Wave Swing is fun for all.

Our Wave Swing is one of the most multi-functional swings available.  It can 
provide a social hub where children can play in groups but also allows a child 
to sit or lie with support from a family member or carer.  
The benefits of our nest seat are that it has been designed to be shallower
than the traditional nest allowing users to move in and out more easily.  The 
swing has also been created with children, teens and adults in mind providing a 
piece that can be enjoyed by the whole family.  

Wave Swing

New Product
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Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ 1.5m   21m²

Buddy Swing

Our Buddy Swing is a unique addition to any play space, designed to promote 
inter-generational play in which a parent or carer can get fully involved.
Sitting face to face allows the opportunity for interaction and communication 
between both users in a fun and playful setting.  This close contact with a parent 
or carer can be vital for some children who need more emotional support within 
a busy play setting. The face to face seating creates a safe and comfortable 
environment to be enjoyed in times of stress or upset.  

New Product

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ 1.5m   21m²

The Swing Easy Hammock is the most relaxing of product.  Howver, it can also 
be very dynamic.  Take time out to rest and recharge alone or with a friend 
or carer.  Use the relaxing and comforting elements of the hammock as you 
unwind.  When you are ready let it swing away and have more dynamic fun.

                                   Swing Easy Hammock

New Product
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Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ 1.5m    21m²

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ 1.5m    21m²

Double Bay Sit Up and Wave SwingTriple Bay Combination Swing

This swing is a great way to offer a real social setting for children of all abilities to 
play together. The Sit Up seat provides a space with extra back support for those 
who need it whilst our popular Wave seat allows the space for all children to play 
in a group. Both seats are situated at wheelchair transfer height to allow children 
to move in and out more easily.

Our Triple Bay Combination Swing provides a social space for children of all 
abilities to interact and play together. 

With options that provide extra support coupled with traditional seats this is 
a fantastic piece to create a social space within your inclusive play area. The 
configuration of the two seats can be altered to your needs, having either two flat 
or cradle seats or one of each. 
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Single & Double Bay Anti-Wrap Swing

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ 1.5m    58m²

Double Bay Anti Wrap Combination Swing

Our swing range is totally flexible giving you many different seating options. . 
With options that provide extra support coupled with traditional seats our swings 
create a social space within your inclusive play area. The configuration of the two 
seats can be altered to your needs, having either two flat or cradle seats or one of 
each.   Flat and cradle seats always come with antiwrap bearings making sure they 
are always availbe to use.

Age F.F.H.      M²

2+ 1.5m    58m²



Inclusive Play®

Musical 
Creating music is one of the most powerful forms of development; it 
helps encourage language and problem-solving skills and promotes 
spatial awareness whilst also being a hugely enjoyable, social 
experience.

Our tuned instruments allow you to bring music into your play area; 
transforming your play space into a multisensory experience for all 
users, but particularly for children who may struggle to enjoy this 
experience using more traditional playground equipment.

Music allows all children to interact together in a relaxed 
environment where there is no fear of making a mistake; children 
can express themselves whilst developing a sense of rhythm, 
communication skills and their ability to work as part of a team.

Alternatively, musical items can also be used to relax stressed, 
overwhelmed children by providing them with a space where they 
can take time away from the main play space and enjoy some one 
on one or alone time while still enjoying play.
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Age F.F.H.      M²

3+ <0.6m     N/A

Age F.F.H.      M²

3+ <0.6m     N/A

IP400 Series: Music Box

Our Rainbow Chimes are a visually striking way to bring music into your play 
space.  Designed to be installed on posts or on a wall or fence the visually striking 
colours offer contrast and help the unit stand out. 
Music is a great way to bring people together and these chimes can be enjoyed 
as a group or in solitary play.  Many children, regardless of their needs or abilities, 
find music incredibly relaxing and can be soothed by the repetitive 
nature of hitting a note and immediately hearing the sound.  

Creating music is one of the most powerful forms of development for all children; 
helping language, problem solving and spatial awareness as well as team work.  
Our Music Box range has been designed to give children free access to creating 
music and can be bought as a set or as a one-off product, bringing the fun of 
music to both indoor and outdoor spaces. Can be used standing up or accessed 
with at wheelchair height.  You can create your own fun with the Bongos, 
Xylophone, Glockenspiel or the Tongue Drum.

Rainbow Chimes  
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Rainbow Chimes  

Age F.F.H.      M²

3+ <0.6m     N/A

Chime Solo

Rainbow Chimes Range - Solo

The rainbow chimes range includes; the Solo a small compact design, the Quartet 
which encorages children to work in a team, or the Cascade which creates a giant 
social musical area.  Children can create thier own musical games running round 
the posts which is a fantastic way to bring movement and sound together helping 
to develop coordination and focus.  Its also a great way to encorage physical 
fitness. However children use the chimes there are opportunities for every child 
to be involved regardless of ability.

         Quartet 

           Cascade

               



Inclusive Play
Unit 9 Edgefield Trade Park
Edgefield Road Industrial Estate
Loanhead
Midlothian
EH20 9TH
United Kingdom
+44 (0)131 214 1180
info@inclusiveplay.com

The colours in this brochure may not be true to life. Inclusive Play reserves the right to change 
specifications and make product improvements to any of our products at any time without any 
prior notice. Information in this brochure was correct at the time of printing. While every effort 
has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information, Inclusive Play cannot accept any 
responsibility for any errors or omissions and this brochure does not form part of any contract.

To learn more about the world of inclusion or discover  what’s hot in the press visit facebook.
com/inclusiveplayforall, follow us on Twitter @inclusiveplayuk or find us on Pinterest, Instagram 
or LinkedIn!

To learn more about the world of inclusion or discover  what’s hot in the press visit facebook.
com/inclusiveplayforall, follow us on Twitter @inclusiveplayuk or find us on Pinterest, Instagram 
or LinkedIn!


